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VISIT BY DISTINGUISHED GUESTS
There was a blessed day when the owner of this institution Mr. Tasneem Noorani along
with his respectable family members visited the school. They all were welcomed with
open arms by Mr. Tariq Saleem (Principal), Mr. Muhammad Siddique (Admin Officer) and
the Prefects of the houses. They all appreciated the glorious appearance of the students.

A positive classroom environment helps to improve attention, reduce anxiety, and supports
emotional and behavioral regulation of students. Active learning classrooms are spaces
configured to maximize active, collaborative learning and multimodal teaching, in contrast with
traditional lecture-style classrooms. The family of Mr. Noorani visited the classrooms to explore
the educational environment of the school, and to check the current progress of the students.
They all were very happy to judge the environment of the classrooms and the learning outcomes
of the students.

Motivation helps a person to achieve his personal
goals. Motivation is crucial because it allows us to
change behavior, develop competencies, be
creative, set goals, grow interests, make plans,
develop talents, and boost engagement At that
time, the principal of TNF-Akhuwat boarding
school Mr.Tariq Saleem addressed the students to
boost up their motivation level.

Finding similarities with other people
helps us live happy and healthy lives.
Sharing your experiences with others
gives them the courage to share their
stories, too. At that occasion, Mr.
Tasneem Noorani shared his personal
experiences of life when he himself was
a boarder to enhance courage, morale
and motivation of students. Mr. Noorani
loaded the students with golden pieces
of advice.

Happy memories are essential to our mental health. They strengthen our sense
of identity and purpose and bond our relationships. Happy memories are an
important ingredient of life. A group photo of Mr. Tasneem Noorani, his family
along with Mr. Tariq and Mr. Siddique was captured for the future memories of
this institution.

INTER HOUSE SPORTS COMPETITION
Sports are the most pivotal extra-curricular activities to be acted in the students' life since they help in
giving healthy life, respect for the game, players, rules, officials, sound body, strong mind, sense of
teamwork, endurance of defeat, perseverance of rout, method of learning mannerism and sportsman
spirit. Honourable Principal Mr. Tariq Saleem is inaugurating the first Sports Competition 2022.

Four houses named as Abu Bakar House in yellow sports shirt, Umar House in blue sports shirt,
Usman House in green sports shirt and Ali House in red sports shirt with their awesome black
tracksuits become the beauty of playgrounds during the sports timings.

Sport pertains to any form of
competitive physical activity that aims to
use, maintain or improve physical ability
and skills while providing enjoyment to
participants and entertainment to
spectators. Sport also aims to build
strong heart, confidence, endurance of
defeat, how to work hard after defeat,
reduce stress, improve mental health,
leadership and mutual brotherhood.

Inter house sports competition 2021
has been started from 24th of
January to provide entertainment to
students and to create leadership
qualities among the students .
Different games such as Football,
Cricket, Hockey, Volley ball, Bad
Minton and Table Tennis are being
played at TNF-AKHUWAT Boarding
School.

Examination is an official test that shows
the knowledge and ability in a particular
subject. It is the systematic process of
collecting, analyzing and interpreting
information to determine the extent to
which students are achieving
instructional objectives. It measures a
test taker's knowledge, skill, aptitude
and ability in any topic.

Mid Term Exams January 2022 were
held to test the educational abilities
of the students. All the students
were arranged according to their
classes and roll numbers
respectively. Three papers of Ethics
for non-muslim students were also
conducted. All the papers were held
smoothly and the students showed
extra ordinary results.

VISIT BY DISTINGUISHED GUESTS
On January 6th 2022, Worthy Chairman
of The Noorani Foundation Mr. Tasneem
Noorani alongwith respected Col. Nazar
Hussain visited TNF-Akhuwat Boarding
School to see the turn of events and the
under construction parts of the school.
Honorable head of TNF-Akhuwat
Boarding School Faisalabad, Mr. Tariq
Saleem went with them to notice the
mess, accommodation, scholarly
coalitions and general administration..

At this event they additionally met
with the students, got some
information about facilities like free
books, nature of instruction,
boarding and lodging. They
encouraged them for taking part in
extra curricular activities.

They reviewed the mess and
appreciated that it is clean and
sufficient as wreck the executives has
exclusive requirement utensils,
experienced cooks, sensible workers to
give quality feast and standard
assistance to students and staff
individually.

They additionally visited the
splendid bright classrooms to
check the facilities like class
framework, white boards, chairs,
tables, fans and charts.

Prior to leaving the organization,
respected Col. Nazar Hussain,
being dazzled by coordinated
arrangement of school and offices
accessible to the understudies
liberally added to this honorable
objective started by Mr. Tasneem
Noorani. Mr. Nazar Hussain
wished a blessed future for the
students and this institution.

Honorable Guest, Col. Nazar Hussain,
in a short speech, shared experiences of
his life. He motivated the students by
giving some precious pieces of advice
such as " Don't tell a lie; work hard no
matter what the conditions are". He
suggested the students to leave no
stone unturned on the way of
becoming a successful, lush and
benignant member of the society.

EDUCATIONAL COMPETITIONS
Festivals are a method for praising society and customs
and ceremonies. They are intended to celebrate unique
minutes and feelings in our lives with our friends and
families. They assume a significant part to add
construction to our public activities and interface us with
our families and foundations.
Students are urged to explore their capacities by putting
themselves out there in speech, quiz and sports
competitions.

In December 2021, quiz
and speech competitions
were held in the memory of
the father of the nation
Quaid-e-Azam Muhammad
Ali Jinnah to create
awareness about the
strong character,
dedication, determination
and decision making
abilities of Quaid-e-Azam
Muhammad Ali Jinnah
among students.

DIWALI CELEBRATIONS

Diwali is one of the
biggest and auspicious
festivals celebrated by
Hindus all around the
globe. The festival of
lights signifies peace and
joy, the victory of sin over
evil, and light over
darkness every day.
On 4th of November 2021
diwali was celebrated at
TNF- Akhuwat Boarding
School for the students of
Hindu community. This
celebration was a great
opportunity to assure
that TNF-Akhuwat
Boarding School shares
the happinesses of
minorities and is a "Sweet
Home away Home".

